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Abstract
We study the exceedance probability of a high threshold (ruin probability) for a
random walk with a negative linear drift, where the steps of the walk (claim sizes)
constitute a stationary ergodic symmetric α-stable process. We casually use the
language of insurance, although this is a popular problem in many other ﬁelds of
applied probability as well. We refer to ergodic theory to split the step process into
two independent processes. We focus on the processes generated by dissipative ﬂows,
which are known to have a mixed moving average representation, and we restrict
our attention to regular moving averages with non-negative kernels. We give results
for the order of magnitude of the exceedance probability as the threshold goes to
inﬁnity in the cases of discrete-time and continuous-time claim processes.
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Given an index set T, a stochastic process S = {S(t), t ∈ T}, and a non-
random drift term   = { (t), t ∈ T}, the asymptotic behavior of the ex-
ceedance probability,
ψ(u) = P
 
sup
t∈T
(S(t) −  (t)) > u
 
, (1.1)
as u → ∞ is a widely studied problem of applied probability theory. It has
various interpretations in several diﬀerent ﬁelds. In the queuing context for
instance, the exceedance probability can be thought of as an overﬂow proba-
bility. (See for example Baccelli & Br´ emaud (2003).) This quantity is of funda-
mental interest in storage problems (see e.g. Harrison & Resnick (1976), and
Brockwell, Resnick & Tweedie (1982)), and is also closely related to the tail
probability of solutions to stochastic recurrence equations, including the tails
of ARCH and GARCH processes (see Section 8.4 of Embrechts, Kl¨ uppelberg
& Mikosch (1997)). In the context of risk theory, and in particular insurance,
S can be considered as the cumulative claim size process, whereas   can be
viewed as cumulative premium income on the insurance policy. In this case,
one can view the exceedance probability as the ruin probability with initial
capital u, or as the ruin probability, for short. (See Embrechts et al. (1997).)
Initially, the research on ruin probabilities focused on generalizations of the
classical Cram´ er-Lundberg model (for details see, for instance, Embrechts et al.
(1997)) with independent, identically distributed, light tailed claim sizes. More
recently however, work in this area has turned to the more realistic setting of
dependent claims. Furthermore, the eﬀort by banks, insurance companies, and
governmental institutions to control risk associated with extreme events re-
sulting in “large claims” has led to the theoretical interest in modeling “heavy
tailed” phenomena, presence of which is supported by empirical evidence in
ﬁelds including insurance and ﬁnancial markets.
The case of heavy-tailed, dependent claims also raises an important theoreti-
cal question: Can one gain more insight into the dependence structure of the
heavy-tailed stationary process underlying the claims by observing the asymp-
totic behavior of the ruin probability? Deﬁnition of the range of dependence
in its classical sense becomes ambiguous when one considers heavy-tailed pro-
cesses. It is especially challenging when the second moment of the claim sizes
is inﬁnite, so that it is not possible to use covariances to quantify the strength
and the range of dependence.
We have chosen the class of stationary ergodic symmetric α-stable (SαS) pro-
cesses with α ∈ (1,2) as our model for the claim sizes. Primary motivation
behind this is that stable processes are, tenably, the most important class of
heavy-tailed processes. Moreover, for this particular range of the parameter α,
these processes have ﬁnite ﬁrst moments but inﬁnite second moments. This,
2concomitant with the fact that the probabilistic structure of these processes
is relatively well-understood, allows us to focus on the underlying dependence
structure in the presence of heavy-tails.
The setup of SαS claims with deterministic claim arrival processes and con-
stant premium rates has been addressed in Mikosch & Samorodnitsky (2000).
Based on the results of Embrechts & Veraverbeke (1982), the authors have
observed that the order of magnitude of ψ(u) for this model is u−(α−1) in the
case of iid claim sizes. Therefore, this is the “fastest” rate one can expect the
ruin probability to decay in such a model.
The main theorem of Mikosch & Samorodnitsky (2000) allows us to analyze
the asymptotic behavior of ruin probability when T = Z+ in this setting.
In this paper we apply this theorem to further extend some of the results
given ibid, and show that for certain claim processes ψ(u) decays as fast as
u−(α−1) even when the claim sizes are dependent. In the tradition of Mikosch
and Samorodnitsky, we think of claim processes in this class as short-range
dependent. We also show that for certain classes of SαS claims, ψ(u) may decay
slower than u−(α−1). We think of these processes as long-range dependent.
In this study, we investigate the case of T = R+ as well.
Let now our claim process, X = {X(t), t ∈ T}, be a measurable, stationary,
ergodic SαS process with α ∈ (1,2) given in the form
X(t) =
 
E
ft(x)M(dx), t ∈ T, (1.2)
where M is a SαS random measure on a measurable space (E,E) with a
σ−ﬁnite control measure m on E.
Since we consider stationary SαS processes we can choose ft to be in a par-
ticularly descriptive form given by
ft(x) = at(x)
 
dm ◦ φt
dm
(x)
 α
f ◦ φt(x), x ∈ E, t ∈ T, (1.3)
where {φt}t∈T is a non-singular ﬂow, (recall that a ﬂow is a family of measur-
able maps from E onto E such that φt1+t2 = φt1 ◦φt2 for all t1,t2 ∈ T, and φ0
is the identity function on E), {at}t∈T is a cocycle for this ﬂow (i.e. for every
t1,t2 ∈ T, at1+t2(x) = at2(x)at1 ◦ φt2(x) for m−a.a. x ∈ E) taking values in
{−1,1}, and f ∈ Lα(E,E,m). (See Rosi´ nski (1995).)
This representation is particularly important as it brings up the possibility of
relating the properties of a stationary SαS process to those of a ﬂow and a
single kernel. For instance, Hopf decomposition (see, e.g. Krengel (1985),) of
the ﬂow {φt}t∈T immediately implies that a stationary SαS process, X, can be
3written (in distribution) as a sum of two independent stationary SαS processes
X = X
D + X
C, (1.4)
where XD is given by representations (1.2) and (1.3) with a dissipative ﬂow,
and XC is given by representations (1.2) and (1.3) with a conservative ﬂow.
In this paper we investigate the asymptotic behavior of the ruin probabil-
ity when the claims constitute a stationary SαS process generated purely by
dissipative ﬂows, i.e. processes of the form XD given in (1.4).
Stationary SαS processes generated by dissipative ﬂows are automatically er-
godic and they have a mixed moving average representation, i.e. for any such
process, X = {X(t), t ∈ T}, there exists a Borel space W, a σ-ﬁnite measure
ν on W and a function f ∈ Lα(W × T, ν ⊗ λ) such that
{X(t)}t∈T
d =
  
W
 
T
f(w,x − t)M(dw,dx)
 
t∈T
, (1.5)
where M is a SαS random measure on the product space W × T with the
control measure ν ⊗ λ. Here λ is the Lebesgue measure if T = R, and the
counting measure if T = Z. Moreover, if the dissipative ﬂow itself is ergodic,
(recall that a null-preserving transformation φ on (E,E,m) is called ergodic
if all φ-invariant sets A have the property that m(A) = 0 or m(Ac) = 0),
then W becomes a singleton, and the representation given by a mixed moving
average reduces to the more familiar moving average,
{X(t)}t∈T
d =
  
T
f(x − t)M(dx)
 
t∈T
. (1.6)
See Rosi´ nski (1995) for details.
The case of stationary SαS claims of the form XC is analyzed in a separate
study and the results for certain classes of these processes are presented in
Alparslan & Samorodnitsky (2006).
Intuitively, one expects the range of dependence of a stationary SαS process
generated by a dissipative ﬂow to be shorter than that of a stationary SαS
process generated by a conservative ﬂow, as the ﬂow “wanders away” in the
dissipative case, unlike the conservative case. In addition, general moving av-
erage intuition tells us that the faster the kernel in the integral representation
decays the less eﬀect the history will have on the process, and hence the range
of dependence will be shorter.
Indeed, the results given in Mikosch & Samorodnitsky (2000) conﬁrm that as
far as the ruin probability is concerned, stationary discrete time SαS claim
sizes modelled by mixed moving averages result in the ruin probability to
decay with the fastest possible rate, provided the kernel is suﬃciently “nice.”
4In Section 2 of this paper we come up with a set of suﬃcient conditions for
models with a discrete-time stationary dissipative SαS claim process, which
guarantee that the process is short-range dependent. We also show the neces-
sity of some of these conditions.
In Section 3 we consider the analogous problem with continuous-time sta-
tionary dissipative SαS claim sizes. In practice, this problem may arise when
approximating the case where the claims are highly frequent and irregularly
spaced. In addition, such a model might be of interest in the context of ﬂuid
queues and storage/dam problems.
2 Discrete time claim processes associated with an ergodic dissi-
pative ﬂow
Consider the ruin probability, ψ(u) given by (1.1) with T = Z+ for a model
with deterministic claim arrivals, constant premium rates, and claim sizes
forming a stationary SαS process generated by a dissipative ﬂow, i.e. a process
of type XD in the decomposition (1.4), with α ∈ (1,2). This setting has been
studied before in Mikosch & Samorodnitsky (2000). In their paper, the authors
gave an asymptotic lower bound for the ruin probability, and showed that the
order of magnitude for ψ(u) is u−(α−1), provided the kernel in the integral
representation of the claim process satisﬁes certain conditions. In this section
we further extend their work for stationary SαS claims generated by ergodic
dissipative ﬂows.
2.1 Setup and assumptions
Let the claim process X = {Xn, n = 1,2,3,...} be a stationary SαS process
given by
Xn =
 
R
f(x − n)M(dx), n = 1,2,3,..., (2.1)
where f ∈ Lα(R,B,λ), and M is a SαS random measure on (R,B) with
Lebesgue control measure, λ. We consider the case where α ∈ (1,2).
Deﬁne the cumulative claim process S = {Sn, n = 0,1,2,...} by
S0 = 0; Sn =
n  
k=1
Xk, n ≥ 1, (2.2)
and let
hn(x) =
n  
k=1
f(x − k), n ≥ 0. (2.3)
Then it follows from Theorem 11.4.1 of Samorodnitsky & Taqqu (1994) that
Sn =
 
R
hn(x)M(dx), n ≥ 0. (2.4)
5Let   > 0 and let   = { n = n , n = 1,2,3,...} be a deterministic linear
drift. Then the ruin probability given in (1.1) can be written as
ψ(u) = P
 
sup
n≥0
(Sn −  n) > u
 
, u > 0. (2.5)
The fundamental contribution of Mikosch & Samorodnitsky (2000) to the risk
theory with stable claims, which incidentally is the origin of this work, has been
to realize and prove that, under a mild condition, which will be described later
in this section, the ruin probability given in (2.5) is asymptotically equivalent
to another functional for large values of u, which is -from a technical point of
view- “easier” to work with than ψ(u). This functional is deﬁned by
ψ0(u) =
Cα
2
 
R
sup
n≥0
(hn(x))α
+
(u +  n)α dx +
Cα
2
 
R
sup
n≥0
(−hn(x))α
+
(u +  n)α dx, u > 0, (2.6)
where
Cα =
   ∞
0
x
−α sinx dx
 −1
. (2.7)
They achieved this via describing and proving the most likely way in which the
ruin can occur when the claim sizes are distributed according to a stationary
SαS process, by exploiting the ideas of heavy-tailed large deviations and the
series representation of stable stochastic integrals. (For a detailed discussion on
ψ0 see Mikosch & Samorodnitsky (2000). For more on series representation of
stable stochastic integrals see Samorodnitsky & Taqqu (1994), Section 3.10.)
In the remainder of this section we will use this result to show how certain
properties of the kernel f given in (2.1) aﬀect the asymptotic behavior of the
ruin probability in the setting described above.
Before proceeding further, we deﬁne
ψ
(±)
0 (u) =
 
R
sup
n≥0
(hn(x))α
±
(u +  n)α dx, (2.8)
so that
ψ0(u) =
Cα
2
 
ψ
(+)
0 (u) + ψ
(−)
0 (u)
 
. (2.9)
2.2 Asymptotic analysis of the ruin probability
The impetus for the main result of this section was Braverman (2000). In the
work mentioned, Braverman conjectured that, as far as the ruin probability
was concerned, short-range dependence in discrete-time stationary SαS mov-
ing average processes described by (2.1) was equivalent to the kernel function
in their integral representation belonging to L1(R,B,λ). Later, in Remark 2.5
however, we will give an example showing that, at least in the case where
6the claim sizes form a discrete-time process, this conjecture is not true. How-
ever, the following theorem conﬁrms that there is, indeed, a connection be-
tween the range of dependence of such processes and the kernel f belonging
to L1(R,B,λ).
Theorem 2.1 Let f : R  → R given in (2.1) be a nonnegative function.
(a) Suppose f / ∈ L1(R,B,λ). Then,
lim
u→∞u
α−1ψ(u) = ∞,
i.e. the claim process X is long-range dependent.
(b) Suppose for two positive integers L and R, the function deﬁned by
f
∗(x) :=

      
      
sup
t≥0
f(x − t), x ≤ −L;
f(x), x ∈ (−L,R);
sup
t≥0
f(x + t), x ≥ R,
(2.10)
is in L1(R,B,λ) ∩ Lα(R,B,λ). Then,
lim
u→∞u
α−1ψ(u) =
Cα
2(α − 1) 
I(f) < ∞,
where
I(f) =
  1
0


∞  
k=−∞
f(x − k)


α
dx.
In particular, the claim process X is short-range dependent.
PROOF. a
(a) Start with observing that if f ≥ 0 is not in L1(R,B,λ) then at least one
of the two integrals,
  1
−∞
f(x)dx,
  ∞
0
f(x)dx,
diverges. We will show that if
  1
−∞
f(x)dx = ∞, the ruin probability, ψ(u)
decays slower than u−(α−1), by ﬁrst showing that ψ
(+)
0 (u) decays slower than
u−(α−1). The conclusion is the same when
  1
−∞
f(x)dx = ∞, and the proof for
this case is analogous to the previous case.
7So now assume
  1
−∞
f(x)dx = ∞. Note that
ψ
(+)
0 (u) =
 
R
sup
n≥0




n  
k=1
f(x − k)
u + n 




α
dx
=
∞  
j=−∞
  1
0
sup
n≥0

 

n  
k=1
f(x + j − k)
u + n 

 

α
dx
=
∞  
j=−∞
  1
0
sup
n≥0






n+j  
k=j+1
f(x − k)
u + n 






α
dx.
(2.11)
But,
∞  
j=−∞
  1
0
sup
n≥0



 

n+j  
k=j+1
f(x − k)
u + n 



 

α
dx ≥
−1  
j=−∞
  1
0
sup
n≥0



 

n+j  
k=j+1
f(x − k)
u + n 



 

α
dx
≥
−1  
j=−∞
  1
0
sup
n≥0





n+j  
k=0
f(x − k)
u + n 





α
dx,
and substituting n = −2j for j ≤ −1 we have
ψ
(+)
0 (u) ≥
−1  
j=−∞
  1
0





−j  
k=0
f(x − k)
u − 2j 





α
dx =
∞  
j=1
  1
0





j  
k=0
f(x − k)
u + 2j 





α
dx.
(2.12)
For any x ∈ [0,1], deﬁne K(x) :=
∞  
k=0
f(x − k). Let
A := {x ∈ [0,1] : K(x) < ∞},
and Ac := [0,1]\A. Recall f ≥ 0. Thus, given x ∈ A, for any ε ∈ (0,1), there
exists jε(x) < ∞ such that
jε(x)  
k=0
f(x − k) ≥ (1 − ε)K(x).
Moreover if x ∈ Ac, then for all M ∈ (0,∞), there exists jM < ∞ such that
jM  
k=0
f(x − k) ≥ M.
8Now, it follows from (2.12) that
liminf
u→∞ u
α−1ψ
(+)
0 (u) ≥ liminf
u→∞ u
α−1
  1
0
∞  
j=1





j  
k=0
f(x − k)
u + 2j 





α
dx
≥
  1
0
liminf
u→∞ u
α−1
∞  
j=1





j  
k=0
f(x − k)
u + 2j 





α
dx (by Fatou’s lemma)
≥
 
A
liminf
u→∞ u
α−1
∞  
j=jε(x)
 
(1 − ε)K(x)
u + 2j 
 α
dx
+
 
Ac liminf
u→∞ u
α−1
∞  
j=jM
 
M
u + 2j 
 α
dx
≥
1
2 (α − 1)
 
A
[(1 − ε)K(x)]
αdx
+
1
2 (α − 1)
 
Ac M
αdx.
(2.13)
Consequently, if λ(Ac) = 0 then using H¨ older’s inequality we have
liminf
u→∞ u
α−1ψ
(+)
0 (u) ≥
(1 − ε)α
2 (α − 1)
  
A
K(x)dx
 α
=
(1 − ε)α
2 (α − 1)
   1
0
K(x)dx
 α
=
(1 − ε)α
2 (α − 1)
   1
−∞
f(x)dx
 α
= ∞.
(2.14)
If on the other hand, λ(Ac) > 0 then for every M > 0,
liminf
u→∞ u
α−1ψ
(+)
0 (u) ≥
1
2 (α − 1)
 
Ac M
αdx
=
Mαλ(Ac)
2 (α − 1)
.
(2.15)
Thus we conclude that
lim
u→∞u
α−1ψ0(u) =
Cα
2
lim
u→∞u
α−1ψ
(+)
0 (u) = ∞. (2.16)
But then it immediately follows from Remark 2.10 of Mikosch & Samorodnit-
sky (2000) that
lim
u→∞u
α−1ψ(u) = ∞. (2.17)
9(b) In the ﬁrst part of the proof we will show that as u tends to inﬁnity,
the ruin probability ψ(u) is indeed asymptotically equivalent to ψ0(u) given
by (2.6). Once we establish this, we will work with ψ0(u) to get the desired
result.
Before proceeding, observe that f∗ is monotone increasing on (−∞,−L] and
is monotone decreasing on [R,∞), and is the smallest of any function g ≥ f
with this property.
We start with the following lemma:
Lemma 2.2 If the assumptions of Theorem 2.1(b) hold then
I(f
∗) =
  1
0


∞  
k=−∞
f
∗(x − k)


α
dx < ∞.
PROOF. Since f∗ ∈ L1(R,B,λ) is non-negative, there exists a ﬁnite integer
K > max{L,R} + 1 such that for any x ∈ [0,1],
  x−(K−1)
−∞
f
∗(y)dy +
  ∞
x+K−1
f
∗(y)dy < 1. (2.18)
It follows from the monotonicity of f∗ that
1 >
  x−(K−1)
−∞
f
∗(y)dy +
  ∞
x+K−1
f
∗(y)dy
=
−K  
k=−∞
  1
0
f
∗(x + k + y)dy +
∞  
k=K−1
  1
0
f
∗(x + k + y)dy
≥
−K  
k=−∞
  1
0
f
∗(x + k + 0)dy +
∞  
k=K−1
  1
0
f
∗(x + k + 1)dy
=
−K  
k=−∞
f
∗(x + k) +
∞  
k=K
f
∗(x + k),
(2.19)
Consequently, by (2.19), H¨ older’s inequality, and the fact that f∗ ∈ Lα(R,B,λ),
I(f
∗) ≤
  1
0

1 +
K−1  
k=−K+1
f
∗(x + k)


α
dx
≤ 2
α−1
  1
0

1 +


K−1  
k=−K+1
f
∗(x + k)


α
dx
≤ 2
α−1

1 + (2K − 1)
α−1
  1
0
K−1  
k=−K+1
[f
∗(x + k)]
αdx


≤ 2
α−1
 
1 + (2K − 1)
α−1 f
∗ 
α
Lα(R,B,λ)
 
< ∞.
(2.20)
2
10The following lemma will let us work with ψ0(u) to analyze the asymptotic
behavior of the ruin probability:
Lemma 2.3 Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.1(b), relation ψ(u) ∼ ψ0(u)
holds as u → ∞.
PROOF. Let K be the integer as in (2.18). Via suitable changes of variables
we see that for any n ≥ 1,
hn(y) ≤ min



−K  
k=−∞
f
∗(y + K − 1 + k),
∞  
k=K
f
∗(y − K − n + k)


. (2.21)
Note by monotonicity of f∗, for k ≤ −K,
g1(y) := f
∗(y + K − 1 + k)
is monotone increasing on y ∈ (−∞,2 − K]. Then for any y ∈ (−∞,2 − K],
it follows from (2.19) that
hn(y) ≤
−K  
k=−∞
f
∗(y + K − 1 + k) ≤
−K  
k=−∞
f
∗(1 + k) < 1. (2.22)
Also by monotonicity of f∗, for k ≥ K,
g2(y) := f
∗(y − K − n + k)
is monotone decreasing on y ∈ [K + n,∞). Then for any y ∈ [K + n,∞), it
follows from (2.19) that
hn(y) ≤
∞  
k=K
f
∗(y − K − n + k) ≤
∞  
k=K
f
∗(k) < 1. (2.23)
Thus by (2.22) and (2.23) we see that for y ∈ R \ (2 − K,K + n), hn(y) ≤ 1.
Deﬁning
mn =  hn Lα(R,B,λ), (2.24)
(note that mn is the scaling parameter of Sn), we have
m
α
n =
  2−K
−∞
h
α
n(x)dx +
  K+n
2−K
h
α
n(x)dx +
  ∞
K+n
h
α
n(x)dx
≤
  2−K
−∞
hn(x)dx +
  K+n
2−K
h
α
n(x)dx +
  ∞
K+n
hn(x)dx
≤ 2n f L1(R,B,λ) +
  K+n
2−K
h
α
n(x)dx
= 2n f L1(R,B,λ) +
K+n−1  
j=2−K
  1
0


n−j  
k=1−j
f(x − k)


α
dx
≤ 2n f
∗ L1(R,B,λ) + (2K + n − 2)I(f
∗).
(2.25)
11Since I(f∗) < ∞ by Lemma 2.2 we see that mn = O(n1/α) as n → ∞.
The desired result follows from Theorem 2.5 of Mikosch & Samorodnitsky
(2000). 2
In the rest of the proof our methodology will be to split ψ
(+)
0 (u) into several
pieces and treat each one separately.
Now write
ψ
(+)
0 (u) =
  −L
−∞
sup
n≥0




n  
k=1
f(x − k)
u + n 




α
dx +
  R+1
−L
sup
n≥0




n  
k=1
f(x − k)
u + n 




α
dx
+
  ∞
R+1
sup
n≥0




n  
k=1
f(x − k)
u + n 




α
dx
:= ψ
(+)
1 (u) + ψ
(+)
2 (u) + ψ
(+)
3 (u).
(2.26)
We immediately observe that
ψ
(+)
2 (u) ≤ u
−α
R  
j=−L
  1
0


∞  
k=1−j
f(x − k)


α
dx ≤ u
−α(R + L + 1)I(f
∗),
(2.27)
and hence, it follows from Lemma 2.2 that
ψ
(+)
2 (u) = o
 
u
−(α−1)
 
, as u → ∞. (2.28)
Further write,
ψ
(+)
1 (u) ≤
  −L
−∞
sup
n≥−x




n  
k=1
f(x − k)
u + n 




α
dx
+
  −L
−∞
sup
0≤n≤−x




n  
k=1
f(x − k)
u + n 




α
dx
:= ψ
(+)
11 (u) + ψ
(+)
12 (u).
(2.29)
12Note that by monotonicity of f∗ on (−∞,−L] we have
ψ
(+)
11 (u) ≤
  −L
−∞
sup
n≥−x




n  
k=1
f∗(x − k)
u + n 




α
dx ≤
  −L
−∞




∞  
k=1
f∗(x − k)
u − x 




α
dx
≤
  −L
−∞


 


⌈x⌉−1  
k=−∞
f∗(k)
u − x 


 


α
dx ≤
  −L
−∞


 


⌈x⌉  
−∞
f∗(y)dy
u − x 


 


α
dx.
(2.30)
Moreover, since f∗ ∈ L1(R,B,λ), for every ε > 0 there exists xε ∈ (L,∞)
such that
  ⌈−xε⌉
−∞
f
∗(y)dy < ε
1/α. Then it follows from (2.30) that
ψ
(+)
11 (u) ≤
  −xε
−∞


 


⌈x⌉  
−∞
f∗(y)dy
u − x 


 


α
dx +
  −L
−xε


 


⌈x⌉  
−∞
f∗(y)dy
u − x 


 


α
dx
≤ ε
  −xε
−∞
(u − x )
−αdx + u
−α(xε − L) f
∗ 
α
L1(R,B,λ).
(2.31)
Consequently, we see that
limsup
u→∞
u
α−1ψ
(+)
11 (u) ≤
ε
(α − 1) 
, (2.32)
and letting ε ↓ 0, we conclude that
ψ
(+)
11 (u) = o
 
u
−(α−1)
 
, as u → ∞. (2.33)
Additionally, notice that by monotonicity of f∗
ψ
(+)
12 (u) ≤
  −L
−∞
sup
0≤n≤−x
 
nf∗(x)
u + n 
 α
dx ≤
  −L
−∞
 
−xf∗(x)
u − x 
 α
dx. (2.34)
Furthermore, since f∗ ∈ L1(R,B,λ) and is monotone decreasing on (−∞,−L],
f
∗(x) = o(−1/x), as x → −∞,
and thus for every ǫ > 0 there exists xǫ ∈ (−∞,−L) such that for every
13x < xǫ, −xf∗(x) < ǫ1/α. Therefore, it follows from (2.34) that
ψ
(+)
12 (u) ≤
  −xǫ
−∞
 
−xf∗(x)
u − x 
 α
dx +
  −L
−xǫ
 
−xf∗(x)
u − x 
 α
dx
≤ ǫ
  −xǫ
−∞
(u − x )
−αdx + u
−α
  −L
−xǫ
(−xf
∗(x))
α dx
≤
(u + xǫ )1−αǫ
(α − 1) 
+ u
−α(xǫ − L)xǫ f
∗ 
α
Lα(R,B,λ).
(2.35)
Hence,
limsup
u→∞
u
α−1ψ
(+)
12 (u) ≤
ǫ
(α − 1) 
. (2.36)
Letting ǫ ↓ 0, we see that
ψ
(+)
12 (u) = o
 
u
−(α−1)
 
, as u → ∞, (2.37)
and combining (2.29), (2.33), (2.37) we conclude
ψ
(+)
1 (u) = o
 
u
−(α−1)
 
, as u → ∞ (2.38)
Next pick an arbitrary integer M > R + 1, and write
ψ
(+)
3 (u) ≤
  ∞
M
sup
n<x−M




n  
k=1
f(x − k)
u + n 




α
dx +
  ∞
M
sup
n≥x−M




n  
k=1
f(x − k)
u + n 




α
dx
+
  M
R+1
sup
n≥0

 

n  
k=1
f(x − k)
u + n 

 

α
dx
:= ψ
(+)
31 (u) + ψ
(+)
32 (u) + ψ
(+)
33 (u)
(2.39)
We will need the following lemma to proceed:
Lemma 2.4 For x > M,
sup
0≤n<x−M
n  
k=1
f∗(x − k)
u + n 
≤
⌈x−M⌉  
k=1
f∗(x − k)
u + (x − M) 
. (2.40)
PROOF. For x > M and 0 ≤ n0 < x − M, it follows from monotonicity of
14f∗ on [R,∞) that,
n0  
k=1
f
∗(x − k) −
u + n0 
u + ⌈x − M⌉ 
⌈x−M⌉  
k=1
f
∗(x − k)
=
 
1 −
u + n0 
u + ⌈x − M⌉ 
  n0  
k=1
f
∗(x − k)
−
u + n0 
u + ⌈x − M⌉ 
⌈x−M⌉  
k=n0+1
f
∗(x − k)
≤
 
(⌈x − M⌉ − n0) 
u + ⌈x − M⌉ 
 
n0f
∗(x − n0)
−
u + n0 
u + ⌈x − M⌉ 
(⌈x − M⌉ − n0)f
∗(x − n0 − 1)
≤
−u(⌈x − M⌉ − n0)
u + ⌈x − M⌉ 
f
∗(x − n0 − 1) ≤ 0,
(2.41)
and hence
1
u + n0 
n0  
k=1
f
∗(x − k) ≤
1
u + ⌈x − M⌉ 
⌈x−M⌉  
k=1
f
∗(x − k), (2.42)
giving the desired result. 2
Now, it immediately follows from Lemma 2.4 that
ψ
(+)
31 (u) ≤
  ∞
M


 


⌈x−M⌉  
k=1
f∗(x − k)
u + (x − M) 


 


α
dx ≤
∞  
j=M
  1
0


 


⌈x−M⌉  
k=1−j
f∗(x − k)
u + (x + j − M) 


 


α
dx.
(2.43)
Deﬁning IM(f
∗) :=
  1
0


1−M  
k=−∞
f
∗(x − k)


α
dx, we see from (2.43) that
ψ
(+)
31 (u) ≤ IM(f
∗)
∞  
j=0
(u + j )
−α. (2.44)
Furthermore, via appropriate change of variables we notice that
ψ
(+)
32 (u) ≤
  ∞
M

 

∞  
k=1
f(x − k)
u + (x − M) 

 

α
dx ≤ I(f)
∞  
j=0
(u + j )
−α. (2.45)
15Lastly, it is easy to see that
ψ
(+)
33 (u) ≤ u
−α(M − R − 1)I(f). (2.46)
Combining (2.39), (2.44)- (2.46), we have
limsup
u→∞
u
α−1ψ
(+)
3 (u) ≤
1
(α − 1) 
[IM(f
∗) + I(f)]. (2.47)
Letting M → ∞,
limsup
u→∞
u
α−1ψ
(+)
3 (u) ≤
I(f)
(α − 1) 
< ∞. (2.48)
Thus (2.26), (2.38), (2.28), and (2.48) give
limsup
u→∞
u
α−1ψ
(+)
0 (u) ≤
I(f)
(α − 1) 
, (2.49)
and hence by (2.9), Lemma 2.3, and non-negativity of f we conclude that
limsup
u→∞
u
α−1ψ(u) ≤
Cα
2(α − 1) 
I(f) < ∞. (2.50)
The desired result follows by observing that
liminf
u→∞ u
α−1ψ(u) ≥
Cα
2(α − 1) 
I(f), (2.51)
by Theorem 4.1.(a) of Mikosch & Samorodnitsky (2000). 2
Remark 2.5 For part (b) of Theorem 2.1, merely assuming f ∈ L1(R,B,λ)
as Braverman (2000) conjectured, is not suﬃcient to conclude that ψ(u) =
O
 
u−(α−1)
 
as u → ∞. Consider the following example:
16Example 2.6 Let p > 2 and let
f(x) = ⌊x⌋   1{x ≥ 1, x − ⌊x⌋ ∈ [0,⌊x⌋
−p)},
where 1{ } is the indicator function, i.e. for any proposition A,
1{A} =

 
 
1, if A is true;
0, otherwise.
3 2 1 4 3 + 3
−p
1
2
3
f(x)
x
2 + 2
−p
Fig. 1. Example 2.6
Note that
 f L1(R,B,λ) =
∞  
k=1
k
−(p−1) < ∞. (2.52)
Next observe that
ψ
(+)
0 (u) =
∞  
i=2
  1
0
sup
0≤n≤i−1


 

i−1  
k=i−n
k   1{x<k−p}
u + n 


 

α
dx, (2.53)
17and hence
ψ
(+)
0 (u) ≥
∞  
i=1
  1
0





i  
k=1
k   1{x<k−p}
u + i 





α
dx
=
∞  
i=1
(u + i )
−α
∞  
j=1
  j−p
(j+1)−p
  i  
k=1
k   1{x<k−p}
 α
dx
≥
∞  
i=1
(u + i )
−α
∞  
j=i+1
  j−p
(j+1)−p
  i  
k=1
k   1{x<k−p}
 α
dx
=
∞  
i=1
(u + i )
−α
∞  
j=i+1
  j−p
(j+1)−p
  i  
k=1
k
 α
dx
=
∞  
i=1
(u + i )
−α
 
i(i + 1)
2
 α ∞  
j=i+1
  j−p
(j+1)−p dx
=
∞  
i=1
(u + i )
−α
 
i(i + 1)
2
 α
(i + 1)
−p
≥ 2
−(α+p)
∞  
i=1
(u + i )
−αi
2α−p.
(2.54)
Without loss of generality take   = 1, and deﬁne
g(x) := (u + x)
−αx
2α−p. (2.55)
Pick p ∈ (α + 1,2α) and u ≥ 1 suﬃciently large.
Now, g is monotone increasing on
 
1,
(2α−p)u
p−α
 
and is monotone decreasing
on
 
(2α−p)u
p−α ,∞
 
. Consequently, by the continuity and nonnegativity of g on
(0,∞), one can show that
g(1) +
  ∞
1
g(x)dx ≤
∞  
i=1
g(i) + g
 
(2α − p)u
p − α
 
. (2.56)
Consequently, (2.54) implies
u
α−1ψ
(+)
0 (u) ≥ 2
−(α+p)u
α−1
 
g(1) − g
 
(2α − p)u
p − α
 
+
  ∞
1
g(x)dx
 
≥ 2
−(2α+p)u
−1 −
(p − α)p−α(2α − p)2α−p
2(α+p)αα u
2α−p−1
+ 2
−(α+p)u
α−1
  ∞
u
(u + x)
−αx
2α−pdx
∼ 2
−(α+p)u
2α−p
  ∞
1
(1 + y)
−αy
2α−pdy as u → ∞.
(2.57)
Since we picked p ∈ (α + 1,2α), we see that the integral on the right hand
18side converges, and hence
liminf
u→∞ u
α−1ψ
(+)
0 (u) ≥ liminf
u→∞ Cu
2α−p
  ∞
1
(1 + y)
−αy
2α−pdy = ∞. (2.58)
3 Continuous time stationary SαS processes associated with er-
godic dissipative ﬂows
In this section we consider a continuous-time claim process X. The continuous-
time model in the insurance context is of interest as an approximation in the
presence of high-frequency claims which are irregularly spaced. The model can
also be applied in the context of ﬂuid queues and storage/dam processes.
3.1 Setup and assumptions
Let the claim process X = {X(t), t ≥ 0} be a continuous-time measurable
stationary SαS process given by
X(t)=
 
R
f(x − t) M(dx), t ≥ 0, (3.1)
where f ∈ Lα(R,B,λ), and M is a SαS random measure on (R,B) with
Lebesgue control measure, λ, and α ∈ (1,2). Also for a positive constant
  > 0 let the cumulative premium process be a non-random linear drift   =
{ (t) = t , t ≥ 0}. Next let
S(t) :=
  t
0
X(s) ds, t ≥ 0, (3.2)
be the total amount claimed until time t and deﬁne
ht(x) :=
  t
0
f(x − s) ds. (3.3)
It follows from Theorem 11.3.2 of Samorodnitsky & Taqqu (1994) that the
process
S = {S(t), t ∈ [0,∞)}
described by (3.2) is well-deﬁned, and by Theorem 11.4.1 of the same text
S(t) =
 
R
ht(x) M(dx), t ≥ 0. (3.4)
Now, for u > 0 write the ruin probability as
ψ(u) = P
 
sup
t≥0
(S(t) −  (t)) > u
 
, u > 0. (3.5)
19In Braverman (2004), the author investigates the asymptotic behavior of the
probabilistic tails of subadditive functionals acting on sample paths of discrete
and continuous time symmetric stable processes with negative drift. In the
context of the risk theory, his key result is a generalization of the main result
given in Mikosch & Samorodnitsky (2000), which established the asymptotic
equivalence between (2.5) and (2.6). Applied to the setting of this section, the
main theorem of Braverman (2004) says that for large values of u, under cer-
tain conditions, which will be checked later in this section, the ruin probability
given by (3.5) is asymptotically equivalent to the functional given by
ψ0(u) :=
Cα
2
 
R
sup
t≥0
(ht(x))α
+
(u + t )α dx +
Cα
2
 
R
sup
t≥0
(−ht(x))α
+
(u + t )α dx, u > 0, (3.6)
where Cα is as in (2.7). In showing this, Braverman also uses the series repre-
sentation of stable stochastic integrals. (See Samorodnitsky & Taqqu (1994),
Section 3.10.)
In the rest of this section we will utilize this result in a similar fashion to the
previous section to derive conclusions about the interplay between properties
of the kernel f in the moving average representation (3.1) and the asymptotic
behavior of the ruin probability (3.5).
3.2 Asymptotic behavior of the ruin probability
The following proposition is a corollary of Theorem 4.1 of Braverman (2004),
and will later be used in the proof of the main result of this section.
Proposition 3.1 If for some β ∈ (0,1), the scaling parameter of S(t) is O(tβ)
as t tends to inﬁnity, i.e. if
 ht( ) Lα(R,B,λ) = O(t
β) as t → ∞, (3.7)
then ψ(u) ∼ ψ0(u) as u → ∞.
PROOF. We start by proving the following lemma:
Lemma 3.2 If for some β ∈ (0,1),
 ht( ) Lα(R,B,λ) = O(t
β) as t → ∞,
then there exists ˜ ε ∈ (0,1) such that the process ˜ Y = (˜ Y (t), t ≥ 0) deﬁned by
˜ Y (t) := (t + 1)
˜ ε−1S(t), t ≥ 0,
is a.s. bounded
20PROOF. Since
 ht( ) Lα(R,B,λ) = O(t
β) as t → ∞ for some β ∈ (0,1), (3.8)
it follows from Proposition 7.4 of Braverman (2004) that there exists ε0 > 0
such that the process
 
(n + 1)
ε0−1S(n), n = 0,1,2,...
 
is a.s. bounded. Further, note by the stationarity of X, for any ˜ ε ∈ (0,1),
P


 sup
n=0,1,2,...
sup
n≤t≤n+1
|S(t) − S(n)|
(n + 1)1−˜ ε ≥ λ



≤
∞  
n=0
P
 
sup
n≤t≤n+1
|S(t) − S(n)| ≥ λ(n + 1)
1−˜ ε
 
=
∞  
n=0
P
 
sup
0≤t≤1
|S(t)| ≥ λ(n + 1)
1−˜ ε
 
≤
∞  
n=0
P
   1
0
|X(s)|ds ≥ λ(n + 1)
1−˜ ε
 
(3.9)
But it follows from Theorem 11.5.1 of Samorodnitsky & Taqqu (1994) that
∞  
n=0
P
   1
0
|X(s)|ds ≥ λ(n + 1)
1−˜ ε
 
≤ C
∞  
n=0
 
λ(n + 1)
1−˜ ε
 −α
, (3.10)
for some positive constant C. Hence, we see that for any ˜ ε < (1 − α−1),
lim
λ→∞
P


 sup
n=0,1,2,...
sup
n≤t≤n+1
|S(t) − S(n)|
(n + 1)1−˜ ε ≥ λ


 = 0. (3.11)
Consequently, for any such ˜ ε, it follows from monotone convergence theorem
that the process
 
(n + 1)
˜ ε−1 sup
n≤t≤n+1
|S(t) − S(n)|, n = 0,1,2,...
 
is a.s. bounded. Desired result follows by picking ˜ ε ∈ (0,min{ε0,(1 − α−1)})
and observing that
sup
t≥0
|˜ Y (t)| ≤ sup
n=0,1,2,...
(n + 1)
˜ ε−1|S(n)|
+ sup
n=0,1,2,...
(n + 1)
˜ ε−1 sup
n≤t≤n+1
|S(t) − S(n)|.
(3.12)
2
Now, to ﬁnish the proof of the proposition, pick ˜ ε > 0 such that ˜ Y is almost
surely bounded. (The above lemma guarantees the existence of ˜ ε.) Next, deﬁne
21a process Y = {Y (t), t ≥ 0} by
Y (t) =
[log(t  + 2)]1+ε
t  + 2
S(t), t ≥ 0.
Note that for any ε > 0,
[log(t  + 2)]1+ε
t  + 2
= o
 
(t + 1)
˜ ε−1
 
as t → ∞.
Then, since ˜ ε > 0 is picked such that ˜ Y is a.s. bounded, we see that for any
ε > 0, Y is a.s. bounded. The claim of the proposition follows from Theorem
4.1 and Remark 4.2 of Braverman (2004). 2
The theorem we state below is our main result for this section. It shows that,
as far as the ruin probability is concerned, there is a strong relation between
long-range dependence in continuous-time stationary SαS processes generated
by ergodic dissipative ﬂows and integrability of the kernel function in their
integral representation.
Theorem 3.3 Let f : R  → R given in (3.1) be a nonnegative function.
(a) Let f / ∈ L1(R,B,λ). Then, lim
u→∞uα−1ψ(u) = ∞.
(b) Suppose for some positive reals L and R, f∗( ), deﬁned as in (2.10), is
in L1(R,B,λ) ∩ Lα(R,B,λ). Then,
lim
u→∞u
α−1ψ(u) =
Cα f α
L1(R,B,λ)
2(α − 1) 
.
PROOF.
(a) Start by noting that for the ruin probability deﬁned in (3.5) and u > 0,
ψ(u) ≥ P
 
sup
n≥0
(S(n) − n ) > u
 
:= ψd(u). (3.13)
Also note
S(n) =
  n
0
X(n)ds =
 
R
   n
0
f(x − s)ds
 
M(dx)
=
 
R
  n  
k=1
  0
−1
f(x − s − k)ds
 
M(dx).
(3.14)
Deﬁning
g(x) :=
  0
−1
f(x − s)ds,
it is easy to see that f / ∈ L1(R,B,λ) implies g / ∈ L1(R,B,λ).
22Moreover, with these deﬁnitions, we observe that ψd(u) is nothing but the ruin
probability for a discrete time stationary SαS claim process given by
Xd(n) :=
 
R
g(x − n) M(dx), n = 1,2,3,.... (3.15)
Thus the desired result follows from (3.13), Theorem 2.1(a), and the fact that
g / ∈ L1(R,B,λ).
(b) Deﬁne
ψ
(+)
0 (u) =
 
R
sup
t≥0
(ht(x))α
+
(u + t )α dx, u > 0. (3.16)
Then, since f is nonnegative, ψ0(u) = Cα
2 ψ
(+)
0 (u).
We will ﬁrst show that
lim
u→∞u
α−1ψ
(+)
0 (u) =
 f α
L1(R,B,λ)
(α − 1) 
. (3.17)
Then it will suﬃce to show that ψ(u) ∼ ψ0(u) as u → ∞.
To show (3.17), we proceed in two steps. First we show that
liminf
u→∞ u
α−1ψ
(+)
0 (u) ≥
 f α
L1(R,B,λ)
(α − 1) 
. (3.18)
Fix z ∈ R. Since  f L1(R,B,λ) ≤  f∗ L1(R,B,λ) < ∞, for all ε ∈ (0,1) there exists
xz,ε ∈ (z,∞) such that
  xz,ε
z
f(y)dy ≥ (1 − ε)
1/α
  ∞
z
f(y)dy.
Thus,
liminf
u→∞ u
α−1ψ
(+)
0 (u) = liminf
u→∞ u
α−1
 
R
sup
t≥0
   x
x−t f(y)dy
u + t 
 α
dx
≥ liminf
u→∞ u
α−1
  ∞
xz,ε
    x
z f(y)dy
u + (x − z) 
 α
dx
≥
   xz,ε
z
f(y)dy
 α
liminf
u→∞ u
α−1
  ∞
xz,ε
(u + (x − z) )
−α dx
≥
(1 − ε)
(α − 1) 
   ∞
z
f(y)dy
 α
,
(3.19)
and letting ε ↓ 0 and z ↓ −∞ gives (3.18).
In the second step we show
limsup
u→∞
u
α−1ψ
(+)
0 (u) ≤
 f α
L1(R,B,λ)
(α − 1) 
, (3.20)
23and to do this we follow a similar approach to that of the proof of Theorem
2.1(b). So start with writing
ψ
(+)
0 (u) =
  −L
−∞
sup
t≥0
   t
0 f(x − s)ds
u + t 
 α
dx +
  R
−L
sup
t≥0
   t
0 f(x − s)ds
u + t 
 α
dx
+
  ∞
R
sup
t≥0
   t
0 f(x − s)ds
u + t 
 α
dx
:= ψ
(+)
1 (u) + ψ
(+)
2 (u) + ψ
(+)
3 (u),
(3.21)
and immediately note that
ψ
(+)
2 (u) ≤ u
−α(R + L) f 
α
L1(R,B,λ),
implying
ψ
(+)
2 (u) = o
 
u
−(α−1)
 
as u → ∞. (3.22)
Next write
ψ
(+)
1 (u) =
  −L
−∞
sup
t≥−x
   t
0 f(x − s)ds
u + t 
 α
dx
+
  −L
−∞
sup
0≤t≤−x
   t
0 f(x − s)ds
u + t 
 α
dx
:= ψ
(+)
11 (u) + ψ
(+)
12 (u).
(3.23)
Since f ∈ L1(R,B,λ), for all θ > 0 there exists xθ > L such that
  −xθ
−∞
f(y)dy < θ
1/α.
Then,
limsup
u→∞
u
α−1ψ
(+)
11 (u) ≤ limsup
u→∞
u
α−1
  −xθ
−∞
   x
−∞ f(y)dy
u − x 
 α
dx
+ limsup
u→∞
u
α−1
  −L
−xθ
   x
−∞ f(y)dy
u
 α
dx
≤ θlimsup
u→∞
u
α−1
  −xθ
−∞
(u − x )
−α dx
+ limsup
u→∞
u
−1(xθ − L) f 
α
L1(R,B,λ)
=
θ
(α − 1) 
,
(3.24)
and letting θ ↓ 0, we see that
ψ
(+)
11 (u) = o
 
u
−(α−1)
 
as u → ∞. (3.25)
24Moreover, by the same argument given for (2.35), for all ǫ > 0 there exists xǫ ∈
(−∞,−L) such that for every x < xǫ, −xf∗(x) < ǫ1/α. Thus, by monotonicity
of f∗,
limsup
u→∞
u
α−1ψ
(+)
12 (u) ≤ limsup
u→∞
u
α−1
  −L
−∞
sup
0≤t≤−x
 
tf∗(x)
u + t 
 α
dx
= limsup
u→∞
u
α−1
  −xǫ
−∞
 
−xf∗(x)
u − x 
 α
dx
+ limsup
u→∞
u
α−1
  −L
−xǫ
 
−xf∗(x)
u − x 
 α
dx
≤ ǫlimsup
u→∞
u
α−1
  −xǫ
−∞
(u − x )
−α dx
+ limsup
u→∞
u
−1
  −L
−xǫ
(−xf
∗(x))
α dx
≤ ǫlimsup
u→∞
u
α−1(u + xǫ )1−α
(α − 1) 
+ limsup
u→∞
u
−1(xǫ − L)xǫ f
∗ 
α
Lα(R,B,λ)
=
ǫ
(α − 1) 
.
(3.26)
Then letting ǫ ↓ 0, we see that
ψ
(+)
12 (u) = o
 
u
−(α−1)
 
as u → ∞, (3.27)
and hence, combining (3.25),(3.27), we have
ψ
(+)
1 (u) = o
 
u
−(α−1)
 
as u → ∞. (3.28)
Next pick M > R and proceed by the following lemma which is analogous to
Lemma 2.4:
Lemma 3.4 For x > M,
sup
0≤t<x−M
  t
0 f∗(x − s)ds
u + t 
≤
  x−M
0 f∗(x − s)ds
u + (x − M) 
. (3.29)
PROOF. For x > M and any t0 ∈ [0,x − M), by the monotonicity of f∗ on
[R,∞) we have
25  t0
0
f
∗(x − s) ds −
u + t0 
u + (x − M) 
  x−M
0
f
∗(x − s) ds
=
 
1 −
u + t0 
u + (x − M) 
   t0
0
f
∗(x − s) ds
−
u + t0 
u + (x − M) 
  x−M
t0
f
∗(x − s) ds
≤
(x − M − t0) 
u + (x − M) 
t0f
∗(x − t0)
−
u + t0 
u + (x − M) 
(x − M − t0)f
∗(x − t0)
= −
u(x − M − t0)f∗(x − t0)
u + (x − M) 
≤ 0,
(3.30)
and hence
1
u + t0 
  t0
0
f
∗(x − s) ds ≤
1
u + (x − M) 
  x−M
0
f(x − s) ds, (3.31)
yielding the desired result. 2
Now write
ψ
(+)
3 (u) ≤
  M
R
sup
t≥0
   t
0 f(x − s)ds
u + t 
 α
dx +
  ∞
M
sup
0≤t<x−M
   t
0 f(x − s)ds
u + t 
 α
dx
+
  ∞
M
sup
t≥x−M
   t
0 f(x − s)ds
u + t 
 α
dx
:= ψ
(+)
31 (u) + ψ
(+)
32 (u) + ψ
(+)
33 (u)
(3.32)
First note that
ψ
(+)
31 (u) ≤ u
−α(M − R) f 
α
L1(R,B,λ) (3.33)
Additionally, it immediately follows from Lemma 3.4 that
ψ
(+)
32 (u) ≤
  ∞
M
   x−M
0 f∗(x − s)ds
u + (x − M) 
 α
dx ≤
   ∞
M
f
∗(s)ds
 α   ∞
0
(u + x )
−αdx
(3.34)
Furthermore, it is easy to see that
ψ
(+)
33 (u) ≤  f 
α
L1(R,B,λ)
  ∞
0
(u + x )
−αdx. (3.35)
26Thus it follows from (3.32)-(3.35) that
limsup
u→∞
u
α−1ψ
(+)
3 (u) ≤
1
(α − 1) 
 
 f 
α
L1(R,B,λ) +
   ∞
M
f
∗(s)ds
 α 
. (3.36)
Letting M ↑ ∞ and recalling that f∗ ∈ L1(R,B,λ), we have
limsup
u→∞
u
α−1ψ
(+)
3 (u) ≤
 f α
L1(R,B,λ)
(α − 1) 
. (3.37)
Finally, (3.28), (3.22), and (3.37) give (3.20), which in turn, yields (3.17).
Lastly observe that since f ∈ L1(R,B,λ), there exists K > 0 such that
max
   −K
−∞
f(y)dy,
  ∞
K
f(y)dy
 
< 1.
Consequently,
 ht( ) 
α
Lα(R,B,λ) =
  −K
−∞
h
α
t (x)dx +
  K+t
−K
h
α
t (x)dx +
  ∞
K+t
h
α
t (x)dx
≤
  −K
−∞
ht(x)dx +
  K+t
−K
h
α
t (x)dx +
  ∞
K+t
ht(x)dx
≤
 
R
ht(x)dx +
  K+t
−K
h
α
t (x)dx
≤ t f L1(R,B,λ) + (2K + t) f 
α
L1(R,B,λ).
(3.38)
In particular,
 ht( ) Lα(R,B,λ) = O(t
1/α) as t → ∞,
and the desired result follows from Proposition 3.1. 2
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